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laying a mother,
to her final 'rest
, Smoking on Arcadia school campuses will be

, banned for all time as of July 1.
-The school board decree prohibiting smoking at

any. time in the Arcadia Unified School District is
one Iwould have applauded heartily in any case.
But it has an extra special emphasis for me this
week, only days after my' husband Richard and, I
. laid 'his mother to rest in a family burial plot in
New York. .
Officially,

Edythe
Freeman died
of heart failure
at age 76. But
the real cause
of death was
emphysema-
contracted
after more
than half a
century of chain-smoking.
It was not an easy death. ,
Over the past several years, I've watched my .

mother-in-law change from a vibrant, gregarious
woman who loved the outdoors into someone who
rarely left her spot at the kitchen table.
Everything she might need during the day was
laid within easy reach: Moving simply wasn't
worth the tremendous effort required of her
tortured lungs.
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Just walking the distance from the back
bedroom where she slept into the kitchen was
tantamount toa marathon run.
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I used to sit and watch her try to catch her
breath for half an hour after-that trek, all the
while breathing as"hard as I do after a three-mile
jog.
It wasn't any kind. of life; but the body that

struggled so hard forevery breath betrayed her
doubly when it came to her oft-voiced wish to die.
Her other vital organs kept on doing their job for
years after she first expressed the desire to have
her suffering ended for all time.
Edythe had an insatiable curiosity about the

world around her. She had planned to satisfy that
drive when she retired by taking lots of college
courses and traveling the globe. She never made it.
Four years ago, this fiercely independent woman

was forced to move in w:ith her older son, Sam.
Less than six months ago, with Edythe growing
steadily worse, he moved her into an Oakland rest
home. When I last saw her three weeks ago, the
rain that had the rest of California rejoicing was
making her miserable, the dampness making it
harder than ever for Edythe to breathe. Even
talking was too much trouble.
. Richard held her hand in uncomfortable silence,
her. anguish all too evident in her labored
breathing, our own sense of helplessness almost
. palpable, . .,
" Edythe didn't know about the health hazards of.
.srnoking when she lit her first cigarette so many
'd~~ades ago. Had she known, would' she
cqUfidently have assumed "it can't happen to me,"
and picked up the habit anyway? . .
Certainly, not everyone who smokes comes

down with cancer or emphysema. But smoking is
undeniably a gamble. Each of you reading this has
to decide: Is sucking on a burning weed really

...., worth ttJ-erisk of ending up on the wrong side ofloW pdds? '. . '
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